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Out now! Part two, the companion volume It's All In The Mind: Inside The Beatles' Yellow
Submarine, vol.2Books purchased from the Hieronimus & Co., Inc., store are sold and signed by
the authors.Dr. Robert Hieronimus, the noted authority on Yellow Submarine, spent nearly three
decades learning the untold story of The Beatles' animated classic. In Inside The Yellow
Submarine, vol. 1, he shares how a most extraordinary film was made in a most extraordinary
way. Presented primarily as first-person interviews with over 30 of the main creative artists,
writers and technicians who contributed to the film, this volume also includes photos of
preliminary artwork for scenes and characters from the movie, as well as candid shots of many
behind-the-scenes people. Introduction by Sir George Martin (The Beatles' producer) and a
foreword by Erich Segal (scriptwriter of the movie), this amazing book is for any fan of The
Beatles' music, movies or animation.Paperback, 430 pages, 194 black-and-white illustrations,
16-page full-color gallery.

I think what you have done is quite remarkable. It is an amazing essay on the development of a
cultural icon and makes a fascinating story.—Beatles Producer, Sir George MartinPerfect.
Anything you ever wondered about how it was done is answered in this superb book. It's no
wonder George Martin wrote the introduction for it. Unbelievable!—The Netherlands Beatles
Unlimited MagazineYou are the Yellow Submarine Oracle.—Mark Lewisohn, Beatles
archivistFrom the AuthorRobert R. Hieronimus, Ph.D., has been on a mission since 1968 to
discover the hidden reality behind The Beatles' Yellow Submarine. His 2002 book, co-authored
with Laura E. Cortner, Inside the Yellow Submarine, was called "an indispensable companion to
the movie" (Animation World), and he has lectured on the subject around the world including at
Abbey Road in London. "Hieronimus has a talent for winning the cooperation of the
establishment while he lives and works in the counter-culture," said art critic Alan Barnet, as
evidenced by his gigantic symbolic murals such as the 2,700 square foot prophetic
"Apocalypse" mural at the Johns Hopkins University (1968/69, restored 2015), and "Historic
Views of Baltimore" at the Baltimore Courthouse. In the 1960s, he traveled with rock and roll
bands to teach meditation and design album covers and posters. His artcars include the "We the
People" biodiesel Mercedes (2006/2008), and the internationally famous "Light," the Woodstock
VW Bus, from 1968/69, recreated in 2018. In 1969 Hieronimus founded AUM, the first state-
approved school of esoteric studies in the country. He received his Ph.D. from Saybrook
Graduate School in 1981, and his doctoral research on the symbolism of the Reverse of the
Great Seal of the United States has been used by the White House, State Department,
Department of the Interior, and published in the Congressional Record. He is interviewed
frequently on the History Channel, Discovery, Nat Geo, BBC, etc. His radio interview program,



21st Century Radio®, exploring consciousness and alternate realities, has been on the air since
1988, the longest-running of its kind.From the Back Cover"Once upon a time ... or maybe
twice ... there was a place called Pepperland."And that colorful fantasy land was in jeopardy of
falling under the control of the Blue Meanies until John, Paul, George, and Ringo showed up in
their Yellow Sub to save the day.Dr. Robert Hieronimus has spent nearly three decades learning
the untold story of The Beatles' animated classic. In Inside The Yellow Submarine, he shares
how a most extraordinary film was made in a most extraordinary way.Read more
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Subarachi, “A Luminous Ride on The Yellow Submarine. Inside the Yellow Submarine: the
Making of the Beatles' Animated Classic is a remarkable combination of scholarship and love.
Created out of the almost endless efforts of American writer, radio personality and muralist, Bob
Hieronimus, Inside the Yellow Submarine pulses with the unseen vibrancy, conflict and ultimate
triumph which give birth to every successful artistic endeavor.Even today Yellow Submarine
stands as a groundbreaking work of creativity, playfulness and opalescence. When I first sat
through it in 1968, I didn't know whether I'd been transported back to my preteen years or thrust
forward into an unimaginably different future full of possibilities and hues I could never have
otherwise imagined. But, like the Beatles' reality-wrenching musical odyssey, Yellow Submarine
inexorably welcomed its viewers deep into a psyche of boundless possibility--a field of unlimited
imagination which now lives freely in the everyday world and on the hard drive of every
computer.In the same energetic as the movie's creators, Bob Hieronimus breaks hectares of
new ground in his work. Combining artistry and the dogged research of a forensic historian,
Hieronimus lets you into the ideologies and passions that allowed an underpaid band of
stubborn artists to subvert a corporate monolith and produce one of history's great works of
animated creation.Perhaps, in this dark millenium of unbridled, let-them-eat-cake capitalism, the
lessons so boldly painted in The Making of the Yellow Submarine may point the way to a new
era where we find a greater vision which can rout today's Blue Meanies and everyone can again
remember that Love IS All You Need.”

David Freis, “Very detailed and highly recommended. So you thought you knew a lot about the
Yellow Submarine. Think again. This book puts you into a whole new dimension. One of the
cold hard facts and the blood, sweat and tears that went into making one of my all time favorite
animated movies ever! Dr. Robert, did an exceptional job in putting this fantastic and utterly
fascinating book togehter. I was only sad to read that he was never given a chance to actually
interview each of the Beatles about the movie in depth, but even this did not stop him from
moving ahead and writing one of the all time best and probably the only detailed book of its kind
in relation to Yellow Submarine. Highly recommended.”

Dan Smith, “Five Stars. GREAT READ!!!!!!!!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Everything Right!! lovely book!”

Issy, “Five Stars. The book came in perfect condition.”

bruce kelly, “Wonderful read. This book was so full of information on the creation of the movie. I
was very surprised at how fast the movie was created and all of the effort that went into it. The
insight on all of the characters, including the Beatles themselves, blew me away. Some of my



many preconceptions were spot on and some not so.Well done Dr. Hieronimus and Laura
Cortner.Looking forward to reading the vol. 2 next as my wonderful wife provided both for
Christmas.”

Steve Czapiewski, “Great book!. Very interesting and loaded with details.”

Lainey, “Five Stars. Fascinating book!”

Ian Clements, “Five Stars. excellent”

The book by Robert R. Hieronimus has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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